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When you’re collaborating on documents don’t compromise your data security
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Workshare’s integration with Worldox enables you to control
files in the document management system (DMS) you know
and love, while exchanging files securely during review cycles.
With the Worldox and Workshare integration, you can
exchange files and make them mobile, without compromising
data security. Files stored in your DMS can be shared on the
secure Workshare platform, which will also clean any hidden
metadata in the files.

You should use Worldox and Workshare if you want...
Complete file mobility – Access and exchange files from any

device, whether in the office or on the move. Then sync back to
your DMS with a full activity history against each file.
A secure file sharing solution – Hidden or sensitive data (AKA

metadata) is removed from files before they’re exchanged,
meaning you only share what you intended to share.

Invited parties can collaborate on documents, making their
comments and edits, while you hone the perfect final draft.
When that final version is ready, you can simply sync it back to
your DMS.
A full activity history of who did what to your document and
when will be brought back into the DMS. You can view the
audit information in Worldox, so you never miss a thing

It’s Worldox, and
then some…

related to your high stakes documents.

Worldox powered by Workshare

The demand to securely share and review files between

Workshare empowers Worldox users with an

colleagues, clients and companies grows exponentially each

efficient and secure way to collaborate on high

year. You need to organize documents, protect your data and
have an efficient way to exchange files wherever and whenever
you need.
Worldox and Workshare provide the smart way to share
information and collaborate on files, while ensuring your
corporate data is never at risk.

stakes documents outside the DMS.
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Deliver mobility

Improve satisfaction and service by ensuring users and clients can exchange and
access files securely from the desktop or any mobile device. Files are encrypted and
can be securely exchanged between a desktop, tablet, laptop or phone. This enables
working when mobile, from home or when travelling.

Engage users

The interface is intuitive and easy to use, while integration with MS Office™ means
higher adoption by users. There is also an extended return on investment as the DMS
remains the main document repository, eliminating the need for multiple file
storage solutions.

Mitigate security risks

Secure your corporate content by ensuring all sensitive data is removed before it is
shared externally. A complete audit history is available on shared files, so you can
see who has done what with each document, including any activity that goes beyond
your firewall.

Additional resources:
For more information, visit www.worldox.com, or call the Worldox team on +1 (0)800 962 6360
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